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valuation amid rocky US
economic outlook
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The news: Stripe reportedly cut its internal valuation by 28%, people familiar with the matter

told the Wall Street Journal—falling from $40 billion last year to about $29 billion.

Fidelity, one of Stripe’s investors, has cut Stripe’s valuation every month this year except

March.

https://content-na1.emarketer.com/klarna-s-freefalling-valuation-betrays-harrowing-h2-ahead-payments-firms
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How we got here: Stripe didn’t give a reason for the valuation drop, but the macroeconomic

climate likely played a role. A range of factors, like high inflation—which grew 9.1% last month,

the fastest increase since 1981—and rising interest rates have triggered a rapid sell-o� in

fintech stocks, sending shockwaves through the broader tech space.

High inflation is also threatening to hamper consumer spending. This could hurt Stripe and

other payment firms, whose revenues rely on consumer spending. Many firms are also bracing

for an economic downturn by cutting costs—and in some cases trimming sta�.

Stripe isn’t the only payments company feeling the economic pressure:

What this means: Stripe’s valuation drop highlights economic uncertainty and investors’ fears

of a recession within the next year.

Stripe was once lauded as the most valuable startup in the US and the third most valuable in

the world. This may not have come as much of a surprise considering it counts companies like

Amazon, Lyft, and Shopify as clients.

Stripe’s volume grew 60% year over year (YoY) in 2021, reaching a whopping $640 billion. It

also managed to bring in 1,400 new businesses a day in 2021. Much of the growth from the

last two years stemmed from the pandemic-induced ecommerce boom and the rapid shift of

businesses moving online. Retail ecommerce sales in the US surged 36.4% and 17.8% YoY in

2020 and 2021, respectively, per eMarketer forecasts from Insider Intelligence. This year,

sales are expected to grow 9.4% YoY.

The big takeaway: Despite declining valuations across the wider tech space, fintech still

remains on top—putting firms like Stripe ahead of other tech upstarts.

An estimated 21% of all venture deals last year were for �ntech startups, according to data

from CB Insights cited by TechCrunch. And investments into fintech firms in Q2 weren’t far o�

from the same period last year despite a notable slowdown.

After protracted fundraising negotiations, Klarna managed to snag $800 million last week at

a $6.7 billion valuation—a jarring contrast to the $46 billion high it achieved last year.

Adyen’s stock slid 40% since the start of 2022. And PayPal’s has dropped 60% during the

same period.

https://news.crunchbase.com/venture/under-the-hood-a-closer-look-at-stripe-the-most-highly-valued-venture-backed-private-company-in-the-us/#:~:text=Payments%20processing%20startup%20Stripe%20earlier,its%20Series%20H%20funding%20round.
https://content-na1.emarketer.com/stripe-sheds-light-on-2021-performance-growth-opportunities-2022
https://forecasts-na1.emarketer.com/584b26021403070290f93a2d/5851918a0626310a2c186abb
https://content-na1.emarketer.com/klarna-valuation-plummets-from-last-year-high
https://www.wsj.com/articles/stripe-cuts-internal-valuation-by-28-11657815625
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